Our topic this term in Henson class
is Human Rights
In English we will be:





Using our core text “Holes” by Louis Sachar to discuss
different forms of persuasive text and understanding
about choices,
Examining the features of a diary entry,
Planning and structuring critique speeches in order to
persuade audiences.

In Maths we will be learning:




Recapping on fractions and decimals,
Understanding equivalent fractions completing various
investigations involving fractions,
Solving fraction based problems using different
mathematical techniques.

In Curriculum we will be:





Exploring the impact and benefit of human rights,
Exploring the exploitation of children’s rights,
Understanding about Globalisation and where impact
takes place,
Identifying the human and physical features of El Savador
in comparison to the UK

In Science we will be:




Investigating Evolution and Inheritance,
Understanding how living things have changed over a
long period of time,
Explaining the process of Evolution and Charles Darwin
theory.

In Art we will be:

In Social, Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH)
curriculum we will be:



studying the artist Leisa Ric,
 exploring what propaganda is and the
effects this can have on Art,
 learning to use a variety of techniques such as 3D Art,
sketching, and painting.

In RE we will be:



Focusing on Buddhism,
Exploring the main values and its beliefs,
 Understanding the importance of compassion and
respect for living things are important in Buddhism
In RSE we will be:


exploring feeling and how to regulate our emotions.





Completing activities around ‘The Angry Gremlin’,
Focusing on promoting friendships and high selfesteem,
Developing our fine motor skills using multiple materials
to aid our progress in our other curriculum based
subjects.

In PE we will be:




Learning the skills and rules for tag rugby,
How to work collaboratively as part of a team,
How to develop our overall body control.

General information
Henson class’s PE day will be on a Friday.
Please follow the Delce twitter account using the twitter
handle @delceacademy1

